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This antcle elms at discussing the aspect or aviatiOn seconty, with regard to two security platforms. The first Is 
the 'Human Eye' philosophy, which has been Israel's philosophy for decades until now, regardmg the abllity to 

detect suspicious passongors or potential terrorists (the profile method). 

The second platform Is the reliance on detection technology, a system familiar to every passenger checking--In 
at airports worldwide. 

The Sept. 11, 2001 attack, followed by Richerd Reid's planned suicide mission (the 'ShOe Bomb(!(), the latest 

plot to sabotage American aircraft departing from Heathrow airport (A~ 2006), as well as previous terrorist 

atlacks su ch as the Pan~Am bombmg (December 1988) and the 'Noezar Hindawi'. case (Aprll1986), havo raisod 

the Issue as to which platform offers the better capability and how alrtines and countries can enhance aviation 

security, taking Into account new tactics adopted by terrorists. such as suicld&-mlsslons or the potential to use 

the aircraft itself as a strategic agent in causing a mass·casualty. attack, using the hijacked aircraft, whether it is 

a commercial jet or o crop.<justlng plane end disseminating WMD (Weapons or Moss Destf\lction), such as 
chemical o r b1ological agents. 

Before discussing the issue of which of the ~atforms offers a better solution for the prevention of potential 

terrorist attacks. it Is Important to understand the existence of 'Structural Discrepancy' [1 ]. 

The tenn 'Structural Discrepancy', suggested by the author, is a imed at characterizing an. actual reality of 

asymmetry between defensive technotogy compared to weaponry technology or, the arithmetical progress of 

security vs. geometric escalation of wearx>n technology. 

Ono mail'll explanation as. to tho basic confhct between ortensivo tact.cs and dofonsivo technologies, a gap that 

best describes the structural discrepancy, is related to the fact that terrorism in general and avialion terrorism in 

particular have benonted from the lnltlatwe factor: they have tho advantage of surprise. as stated by Jenkins: 

7errorisls can attack anything, anywhere, anytime. The government cannot protect everything, everywhere, all 

the tlme12J. 
This structural discrepancy highlights the assumption lhat •I Is unlike ly that defensive technology can guarantee 

100% success in preventing terrorist attacks at all times. As the d etectors' technology improves, so does the 

weaponry, but at a greater speed. The Austrian Glock 17 handgun, made of composite plastic, cannot be 

detected by traditional metal detectors. It can be taken apart, hidden professionally and, in most, cases may 

offer the potential terrorist an advantage In that it can easily be smuggled on bOard and offers the terrorist the 

opportunity to hijack an aircraft. The Glodt-17 was the challenge that necessitated the development of 

sophlsticotod detoctors that would replace the traditional X-my dCltectors. The Semtex exploswe, perhaps the 

favored explosive among terrorist groups, represented the offensive side's advantage[3]. 

This endless cat-and-mouse pt~me was demonstrated in the 11 September attack, where nineteen terrorists 

equipped w ith knives and box cutters, boarded four American jets, weapons which represented the triumph of 

simplicity over the supremacy of detection technology.lf a determined attacker Is Intent on targeting an aircraft. 

he/she wil l finally. achieve this obJective, in part or totally. The quesHon is how airlines and nations can mimmize 

the chane<>s or this happening? Furthermore, the final report of the Wl>lto House Commission on Aviation Safety 
and Security, prepared by Vice-President AI Gore, Issued on 12 Feb ruary 1997 (following the aash of the TWA 

800 fl ight), has highlighted the. fact that the FAA certification, as well as the security standards, were not 

updated following the emergence of new generations or exploslves (mainly plastic). and the fact that the 
efficiency o f the 1970s X-Ray detection technology was reduced to a degree which presented 'security 

loopholes' to the torrorlsts(4]. 

This situation requires an effective system capable of confronting the terrorists' constant efforts to attack the 

avlatJon lnfrastructure.ln general, and commerc ial aircraft, In part»eular. 

This article will focus exclusively on civilian aircraft, taking Into account two tactics adopted by terrorists: 

1. Hijacking the aircraft and uhllzing it as a flying missile. Whilst perpetrating a suicide attack 

simuHaneoosly 

2. Sabotaging the alrcran by smuggling a bomb on board either by the terrorist himself or using en 

u nwitting passenger, a tactic which was adopted, for example. on 17 April 1986, when Nezar H1ndawi 

p lanted a Semtex bomb on his fianc&e, Ann Mary Murphy. 

The artlde will emphasize the dilemma as to whk:h of the two aforementioned security strategies offers a better 

solution in confronting terrorists' plans to attack civilian aircraft. 

Before analyzing case stud1es which could illuminate tho challenges faced by declslon~makers with regard to an 

effective security philosophy, the following table will emphasize the characteristics of the two platforms of 

aviation socurlty: the rolranca on the. human factor ('human eye dotechon') and tho machinery technology: 

Human element vs. technoJoglca• element: 

A comparison overview 

Human Element Technology Element 

~ 
1. Inter -personnel ability to detect susplck>us 1. Advanced passenger authenticity (biometrics} 
passengers 
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2. F>roduct homogeneity 
2. Circ1.1mstantiat element as a factor which 3 .. No man fatigue 
raises human suspldons 

4. Time saving 

3. Common Sense 5 .. Adequate.on·llne databa~ (CAPPS·'ComptJrer 

4. Effectiveness proven in previous Incidents. 
Assisted. Passenger Proscroening System) 

6. Offers International standardization (ISO) 

Disadvantages: Disadvantages: 
1. Lack of 'product similarity' between security 1. Absence of 'gut feeling' 
personnel 2. Lack of ability to accumulate circumstantial elements 

2 .Mass-fatigue reduces security effectiveness 3. Ab1lity to overpower detection technology 

3. 'Short memory' 4 .. False-alarms cause the. reduction of. machinery 
4 . Human error sensitivity which increases probability of smuggling 

5 .. Lack or motivation weaponry. 

6 . Human biases. 5 .. High cost may prevent third-world states. from. 
7. Difficulty in exporting the 'producr to other purchasing the technology. 
countries. 

6. Requires constant training and efficient supervision. 

Focusing on the human eye detection plaijorm may result In two oppoSite perspective&: FAA tests In 1978 
showed that the operators failed to detect 13% of all inspected luggage, whilst in 1987, the failure rate increased 

to 20%. In olhef. words,.one.out of five seteened objects. had the potentlol of containing. explosives. 

Not to mentlon the FAA tests in 1987, where screeners missed 20% of the potentially dangerous objects in its 

tests. 

Later, In 2002 an inspection headed by the TSA was held at 32 airports .. At Los Angeles International Airport 

(LAX), screeners failed to detect simulated weapons in 41 % of the cases, reaching the fourth highest 

percentage after Cincinnati airport (58%); Las Vegas (5Q%); Jacksonville (5Q%) and Sacramento (40%). 

Screeners at thirty two airports. which are considered the nation's largest airports, failed to find simulated 

woapons in 24% of the tests (5). 

The. same thing oo::urred between. October. 2005 and. January. 2006 (four years after. the 11 September attad<), 

when security screeners at twenty one U.S. airports, failed to flnd bomb·making materials during governmental 

tests (6) . 

Another negative characteristic regarding lhe. human factor, Is relaled. to. the high. tumover rate of screeners (in. 

some cases 100% a year at some airports), alongside a low salary (minimum wage) and poor supervision, which 

present a suitable climate fOf terrorists to target an aircraft. From May 1998 to April 1999. screenor tumover at 

nineteen or the US largest airports reached an average annual rate or 126%. Five of these nineteen airports 

reported a turnover of 200%, and one airport (St. Louis) reported the enormous turnover of425% (!) 

On the other hand, one cannot disregard the c ritical role of trained and motivated personnel who, as proven 

below, have succeeded in preventing terrorists rrom carrying out an aerial attack which, In at least one case, 

couk1 have caused the killing of 375 passengers . 

On 6 September , 1970, the PFLP (Popular Front for. the. Liberation of Palestine) perpetrated one. of the most 

daring att acks which. In the following decades. would affect the entire aviation industry: the Dawson Field affair. 

The PFLP planned to hijack three Western airliners, including an El-AI Boeing 707, bound for New-York from 

Tei·Avlv. 

The hero of this incident was, undoubtedly, the aircraft captain, Uri Bar-lev. First, he succeeded in preventing 

the embal1<ation or two of lhe four terrorists (only Leila Khal&d and Patrick Arguello succeeded In boarding, 

despite the security checks). 

The secu rity officer, who warned Bar-Lev of his suspicions regarding the two Senegalese passport holders , 

alerted Bar-Lev to. the fact that 'something was odd.. I couldnY teff e~actJy what, but something was 

wrong ... causing Bar-Lev to re·check their passports' [7). Bar-Lev discovered that these two 'passengers', who 

had bought two first--class tldcets and had checked in at the last m inute , presented passports with consecutive 

numbers and. as a. result. he refused. permission for these passengers. who appeared to be two. of. the four. 

terrorists, to board the lsmell airline. 

Even if technology today is able to signal when two or more passports with consecutive numbers are presented 

end screened. It is Important to remember lhet lhls event occurred more than lhlrty years ego. when such 

technology was not available, so that the human eye had to replace the technology which, as mentioned above, 

was unavailable at that time. 

The other case study which emphasizes the critical role of the human eye detection platform, relates to the 

Nezar Hin dawi' case (17 April 1986), when an Israeli security officer managed to foil a Syrian-Palestinian plot to 

sabotage. an Israeli. Jumbo airc raft bound for Tel-Aviv from New-Yol1< via London, using an Irish girt named Ann. 

Mary Murphy, who was Nezar Hindawi's fiancee. 

Hlndawi's operators succeeded in ins talling 1.5 Kg. of Semtex explosives, equipped with a sophisticated timer, 

slipping through the British security checks at Heathrow airport. Following an Interview held by the author with 

the securltyolficer, he admitted that there were certain suspicious signs In Murphy's behavior. 

The. security. officer decided to re-check. Murphy's bag, and when he picked it up and walked ten to fifteen meters 

eway from the check-In counter to the X-ray machine. he realized that the bag was too heavy for Its size and 

weighed at least one and a half kilos more than i1 should have. 

The. fact is that without the. Israeli security otncer's 'gut feeling', 375 passengers couk1 have. perished. It was. not 

the technology that prevented this deadly attack from being carried out , but a well-trained and highly motivated 

security officer. 

The. role Qf the 'human eye' was, In fact, repeated during the September. 11 attack.. On that day, the leader,. 

Muhammed Atta, arrived at Portland's airport after buying two first-class tickets via the internet for the 6 a.m. 

U.S. AIR fhght to Boston, with a connecdng night to Los Angeles. Michael Tuohey, the ticket agent who was 

manning the check-in counter at the time, admitted that a $2500 first-class ticket was not an everyday 

oocurrence. In addrhon, he admitted to being troubled by the express.on on Alta's faoe:' ... H&. htJd the most 

hateful and angry look. I had never feft like this before ... / looked at him and thought : My God, I sense tem·ble 
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anger ... but I said to myself: if this man does not look like an Arab terrorist, nobody does ..• • [8). 

However, the t1cket agent decided. despite his 'gut feeling', to let Atta and his colleague, Abdul Az.lz ai·Mari, 
pass· ma inly because of their bags which gave the impression that they were businessmen. 

This evidence emphasizes the critical rote of human Inspection in observing suspicious behavior such as body· 
language. Suspicious answers resulting from. questioning (known in Israel as the 'profile system'), based on past 

Incidents, cleany show that tragtc results coukj have been foiled. These 'suspicious signs' cannot be detected 

efftelently by machinery. On the other hand, machinery does not suffer from fatigue, erosion, or short-memory 
relating to suspicious behavior, Of from strikes caused by union. policy. 

However, the critical role of human lnspectlon has certain limitations. Despite the lsmell eKperlence, the 'human 

factor' does not produce 100% results . There have been cases where 'passengers' have succeeded in 

boarding a n aircraft without a fltghl lld<el (al least on one occasion during the 1990S, a journalist boarded an El· 

AI flight to Kenya. after bypassing securily checks). or. when a mentally-Ill male managed to reach the gate at 

Ben-Gurlon Airport, one of the most secure airports worldwide, with a non-valid ticket, after being Inspected by, 

security poersonnel. 

So each platform offers various advantages, as well as limitations, a nd the question is which of the platforms is 

preferable? 

The answer probably lies between these IWo security viewpoints. by suggesting that only a calculated 

comblnatton of human Inspection and technology, will provide an appropriate answer to potential hijackers, 

suicide bombers or sabotage. aHempts. The success of Israeli sacurity in preventing. terrorists from targeting. 

the most threatened alrtlne work:lwlde (EI AI Israel AJrlines). Is related to the security conception of focusing first 

and foremost on the passenger, and onty then on his luggage, rather than almost. exclusively. on the luggage, 

as Is the common praclice In Westom security procedures. 

The Nezar. Hindawi plot failed because. something in Murphy's behavior caused the Israeli. security officer to. re

ex.amlne lner (after she had already been checked in a standard a irport examination, which included an X-ray 

screening of her luggage). Bar-Lev's decision not to let the two Senegalese passengers on board, was the 

result of their suspicious behaviour, which goaded the security personnel into alerting. Bar-Lev, who decided not 

to let them board the EI·AI aircraft and to summon the second security officer into the cockpit. Dan lssacharoff, 

former head of EI-A I security, was quoted as saying lhal: .. .'The EJ-AI security system emphasizes. the 

identification of people who could be a threat~ rather than the defection of objects that could be used to hijack or 

destroy an e/rp/ene"l9). 
The reliance on technology has resuHed in some ludicrous developments, such as United Airlines' initiative to 

place a booth at the airport, whete e computer would question the passengers as to whether they had been 
given anything to carry on board? The passenger (or terrorist) would then press either the 'No' buUon, or the 

'Yes' button. Do they honestly, believe that a potential terrorist would press. the 'Yes·. button,, if he plann&d to. 

hijack the aircraft or worse. b~w it up In mid-air .. . ? [10). 

Whilst before the 11 September attack technology focused on the passengers' luggage, a fact which led to the 

disaster, the focus now is on the passengers' luggage, as well as on the passengers' history. In other words, 

there has been a change In the thinking process. Technology should focus on the passenger as well. not only 

on the passenger's luggage. Yet, as mentioned above, the human factor relating to. security is vital in any future. 

security ooncept. The Israeli experience clearly shows that the h uman eye, in combination with advanced 

technology, offers the best security platform, in comparison with other available security measures. 

The task is. how to combine these two platforms. and not which Qf them is preferable .. The evidence c learty. 

shOws that some of the ma)O< aviation terrorist attacks coulel have ~een prevented, If a calculated combination 
of techno logy and 'a human eye inspection' had been adopted. 

This viewpoint believes that the human eye. without technology is a fantasy, but technology without tho human. 

eye Is a catastrophe. 
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